JATUN SACHA
BIOLOGICAL STATON AND RESERVE

A thin band of the Tropical Wet Forest connecting the
Andes Mountain Range and the Amazon River Basin,
labeled as one of the most biologically diverse areas, and
an Alpha Biodiversity Hot Spot
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GENERAL VISION
The Jatun Sacha Biological Station, created in 1986, is a center for field research
and education in the tropical rainforest region of the upper Napo River in the
Ecuadorian Amazon. The station includes a reserve of 2,200 hectares, of which
70% is primary forest and the remainder is secondary growth.
The name “Jatun Sacha” means “big forest” in Quichua, the native language of the
majority of the people surrounding the reserve. In 1993 The International
Children's Rainforest Network declared Jatun Sacha the
Second Children's Rainforest of the World.

The original reserve of 200 hectares was formed by land acquisitions conducted
from 1989 to 1991 from donations by several conservation organizations
concerned with the rapid loss of the tropical rainforests in the Amazon and the
world. In 1993, further additions to Jatun Sacha’s land holdings were made
possible through donations from the International Children’s Rainforest Network.
During the first years of the Jatun Sacha Biological Station, scientific research
focused on collections and inventories of the biota. Checklist of the following flora
and fauna groups are available: reptiles and amphibians, birds, trees, vascular
plants, fungi, butterflies and mammals. Ecological research has included multitaxonomic monitoring and silvicultural trials. The Jatun Sacha station has also
hosted a number of field-related biology courses directed at national and
international students. The courses cover medicinal ethnobotany, dendrology of
Amazonian Ecuador, ecology of populations, Amazon jungle biology for ecotourism
guides, and Save the Rainforest seminars for US high school teachers.
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LOCATION AND CLIMATE

The Jatun Sacha Biological Station is located on the southern bank of the Upper
Napo River, at an altitude of 450 meters above sea level, at 1º 04' S, 77º 36' W, in
the Napo Province. The life zone protected by the reserve is Tropical Wet Forest
according to the Holdridge system.
The average yearly temperature is 25ºC, and it rains close to 5,000mm per year.
There are 200 rainy days in a year, on average. The lowest rainfall occurs from
November to January and the highest occurs between April and July. June is the
wettest month of the year.

WILDLIFE

Studies have demonstrated that there are 250 different species of trees in one
hectare, and close to 1,500 species of plants in the same area. Out of more than
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1,000 species of trees catalogued by Neill & Palacios, in the Ecuadorian Amazon
Basin, 17 new species were found within the reserve.

Besides these, the Jatun Sacha Reserve has yielded many new species to science. A
few are mentioned below. In 1997, Michael Schwerdtfeger descried a new species
of Passiflora, naming it P. Jatunsachensis. Gregory O. Vigle lists more than 112
species of reptiles and amphibians. So far 222 species of orchids have been
collected by various persons.

Numerous bands of saddleback tamarins (Saguinus Fuscicollis) are seen often. 51
species of mammals inhabit the reserve, including large cats such as puma and
jaguar, demonstrating how well the area has been preserved.
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OBJECTIVES










To conserve and protect the natural environment and its ecological systems.
To promote biological research.
To strengthen the technical capacity of the country in conservation biology.
To improve agricultural methods in the area through community extension
programs.
To research non-timber products for alternative sources of income.
To develop reforestation models for the surrounding communities.
To maintain a live collection of the most important and endangered plants of
the area.
To improve the health, nutrition and livelihood of the surrounding
communities.
To be a model for environmental education.

FACILITIES

The forest reserve and facilities are available for use by volunteers, scientists
carrying out research projects in the rainforest, by university and school groups
conducting field courses, and by natural history tour groups.
The forest reserve and facilities are available for use by volunteers, scientists
carrying out research projects in the rainforest, university and school groups
conducting field courses, and natural history tour groups.
The field station can accommodate groups of up to 45 visitors at a time. Sleeping
facilities consist of bunk beds in wood cabins. Mosquito nets are also provided,
although mosquitos are generally not a problem at Jatun Sacha. There is also a
dining/meeting hall, kitchen, office, storage room, showers and bathrooms.
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The dining room can feed 50 visitors. There is boiled water in a tank and coffee
available for everybody at all times. It is open all day, and can be kept open after
suppertime upon request.
We have electric power 24 hours a day, but you should expect that power failures
will occur. You can also have your clothes washed for a small price in the station’s
washing machine. There is a computer, but no internet connection. Mail can be
received at the main office in Quito and then sent to the station. In Tena there are
several places where you can access email or use a regular telephone.

PROJECTS
The station conducts several projects to help the local communities surrounding
us. One project is the Amazon Plants Conservation Center (CCPA), which is a center
for experimental silviculture, botanical garden and agroforestry extension
programs.
Another project is the Organic Farm (GO), a demonstration and educational farm
for the communities, in an attempt to help produce alternative food sources as
well as an alternative source of income.
The handicrafts extension program includes weaving with traditional and new
natural fibers, tagua nut carving, and soon we hope to add the elaboration of
remedies and soap.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

The station offers a volunteer program for those interested in protecting the
tropical rainforests. With the extra help that the volunteers provide, the station can
minimize operating expenses. The volunteers' labor, even when consisting of
menial tasks, is valuable to the station and rainforest preservation.
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Volunteers are expected to work 22 days per month from 7:30 to 11:30 and 13:30
to 16:00. The minimum amount of time that they can stay at the Jatun Sacha
Station is 2 weeks.

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULE
The work schedule is dependent on the needs of the station at the time. The vast
majority of activities are centered on conservation work. However, we also ask
volunteers to help us with projects that will help the reserve become more selfsustaining and sustainable, such as farming, harvesting plantains, and feeding the
chickens and pigs. If we grow some of our own food at the reserve, we can save on
costs and have less of a negative impact on the local environment.
Here are some of the activities volunteers might take part in:









Amazon Plants Conservation Center: In this Center we have the Ishpingo
Botanical Garden, which is a live collection of useful plants of the Amazon
Basin, including medicinal plants and others. The nursery is also located in the
Center, for reforestation and propagation of plants, especially endangered
species. The activities in this Center include:
 Trail maintenance
 Botanical Garden maintenance
 New trail construction in Botanical Garden
 Establishment of new sections in the Ishpingo Botanical Garden
 Seed collection
 Soil preparation
 Tree nursery maintenance
 Developing a guide for the Garden
Organic Farm: We are currently reestablishing a project to develop a
demonstrative organic farm for the benefit of the local communities. The goal
is to provide alternative food and protein sources as well as income. The
activities on the organic farm will include:
 Vegetable garden maintenance
 Soil preparation
 Compost maintenance
 Pools for pisciculture of species of the area
 Pool for raising charapas and caymans
 Construction of areas for raising capybaras, guantas y guatusas
Hiking through the forest to collect seedlings and seeds for the nursery or the
farm.
Visiting the farms of families in the local communities to help with organic
methods of agriculture.
Handicrafts workshops with the Quichua community: hat- or basket-weaving
with natural fibers, making necklaces with seeds, and carving Tagua nuts.
Reforestation projects either at the station, in communities or independent farms
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Reestablishment of precipitation and temperature data collection
Reestablish agroforestry experiment data collection and maintenance
Personal projects (confirm first with staff)
Maintenance and improvement of the reserve and its facilities in order to help
make it self-sustaining
 Farming: feeding chickens and pigs, harvesting crops like plantains
 Painting, making signs, construction, etc.
Construction on a new cabin on the reserve
Help in the kitchen, especially when there are groups visiting the station
English teaching at local schools
 Note on teaching English to children: It is very important to understand
that many of the children at both schools come from very simple homes.
Most go to school without shoes and without backpacks. Many of them
also have to learn Quichua and Spanish in addition to these English
lessons, which is difficult for any child. At Colonia Bolivar, because there is
only one teacher, classes may occasionally be cancelled if the teacher is
occupied or if there is a festival. This is fairly normal and it is best to
become accustomed to a degree of informality and disorganization.
However, as a volunteer and as a representative of Jatun Sacha you must
always be prepared and on time.

The Ecuadorians who live and/or work at the reserve are also interested in
English lessons. These lessons usually happen in the evening, after they have
finished working. Their knowledge of English varies, but everyone is very flexible
about what they need to learn or review. The group can have anywhere from 2 to
10 people.
o Regardless of where you teach, if you are teaching with other volunteers it
is imperative that you plan your curriculums together. It is also
recommended that you record who, when, and what you taught, as well
as any comments, in the teaching logs, so that future volunteers can know
what has been covered in the past.
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Free Time





Volunteers also have the opportunity to play volleyball, indoor football, and ride
horses. There is also an observation tower (33 meters high), the canopy and the
treehouse. They can also go for a swim in the Napo River.
Volunteers have free time on Sunday afternoons.
Volunteers can take the corresponding eight days off per month together or
separately. This must be notified to the coordinator in the reserve.

ACTIVITIES NEAR THE STATION
During your days off you can explore the area near the station.
Tena is the capital of the Napo Province, 1 hour from the station. It has a nice plaza
overlooking the confluence of the Tena and Pano Rivers. Here you can go to the
Amazonian Park, which is on an island that you cross to by a wooden foodbridge. It
has a small zoo, an observation tower and a botanical garden.
If you carry your own torch/flashlight with back up batteries and a good pair of
rubber boots for the mud and water, you may enjoy the various limestone caves
around Tena. One of the most feared caves by the locals (particularly the Quichua,
likely because of superstition), are the Jumandi caves 6km north of Archidona. You
can get there via bus or taxi. The caves have a restaurant (open at weekends) as well
as a daily pool and waterslide facility to enjoy, when entering the various openings to
this large maze of interiors look out for the colonies of vampire bat nestling in the
crevasses as well as the eloquent stalactites which hang like chandeliers form the
cave’s roof.
Misahuallí is a small port located at the junction of the Napo and Misahuallí rivers.
The port has always been an attractive tourist destination because it is one of the
main ways to access the jungle.
There are some interesting places worth visiting around Misahuallí. One is the Río
Latas, about 8 km west of town. From Río Latas there is a trail known as the waterfall
walk, or trail to the falls. The falls are about one hour walking upstream from the Río
Latas, a very short and relaxing trip.
Another excursion can be made to Palmeras. Palmeras is a small village close to a
primary forest where you can see wildlife including beautiful birds. Another
interesting excursion is to the butterfly farm, which is located some 20 minutes
downstream from the Misahuallí river on the north banks of the Napo River, where
plenty of colorful butterfly species can be seen.
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WHAT WE ASK OF YOU
These expectations have been written in order to better prepare you as a
volunteer, not only for the work that you will be involved in but also for the
environment you will be living in:
We understand that each individual situation will vary somewhat, so we cannot
guarantee that everything will be the same as described for every individual,
although this is a good general outline of what you should expect when
volunteering in Ecuador.
It is important to emphasize that you are dealing with another culture when you
are volunteering internationally. The way you would approach a particular
situation in your own country is not necessarily the appropriate way to handle it in
Ecuador.
Your time and commitment to the program is valued, but please remember that
you are a guest of the country and will no doubt be viewed as a representative of
your homeland.
If you have any queries you would like to discuss about the information provided
here, please direct them to your volunteer coordinator.

RULES











Alcohol and drugs are not permitted in the station, but there's a bar close by
where you can do your drinking and dancing.
Although somebody cleans your room, it is your responsibility to keep it in order,
this also includes the communal areas.
Since we depend on the rain for water, you must use it carefully. Please do not
wash your personal items in the sinks or showers.
We recommend you use rubber boots when walking the trails, step in the mud
and don't walk on the sides. This is how we keep the trails narrow and the muddy
area small.
Please respect the schedules. We always try to be on time so we expect the same
from you.
You share cabins and rooms so please respect the others and their space.
When you are using insect repellent you must avoid touching animals and plants,
they are very sensitive to it.
You should notify the office when you invite anybody to stay or visit the station,
every visitor pays a fee.
When bathing at the river you must use an appropriate bathing suit; the customs
here are different.
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We highly recommend that you inform us of your whereabouts when/if you leave
the station for a few days. You might get an important message through the
radio.
We expect you to pack out your plastic garbage and old batteries.

FEES & LOGISTICS
Financing:
Volunteers must pay their own expenses, including airfare to Ecuador and living
costs while in the country.


The Fees include: Coordination of the volunteers in Quito and at the reserves, 3
meals a day, plus lodging in cabins that are shared with other volunteers and
researchers. During the orientation meeting in Quito you will receive the
following things: a Jatun Sacha hat, and the volunteer’s manual for the station
you are going to volunteer at.



NOT included in the fees: Transportation expenses from Quito to the reserve,
and other expenses that are not specified in the volunteering program or
activities outside of the reserves.

Costs for Volunteering:




Application fee: There is a USD $47 application fee to apply for the Jatun Sacha
Foundation Volunteer Program (continental stations). Volunteers pay the
application fee only once (per year).
Volunteer fee: The cost is determined by the number of weeks. The fee
includes: 3 meals a day, lodging in cabins that are shared with other volunteers
and researchers, and coordination of the volunteers in Quito and at the
reserves. The fee does not include transportation to the reserve, or extra
activities during free time such as tours and visits.

Duration of Volunteer Work:
The minimum time limit for volunteers/internships is 2 weeks. Volunteers will need
a visa if staying in Ecuador more than 90 days.

Health Insurance:
Volunteers must have their own international health insurance and need to sign a
waiver to release Jatun Sacha from responsibility from any illness or injury incurred
in Ecuador. There exists a small risk of malaria at our biological stations located in
the Esmeraldas provinces on the Ecuadorian coast specifically at Bilsa and
Congal Reserves). Therefore volunteers must supply their own malaria prevention
medication while volunteering at any of these three sites.

Work Schedules:
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Volunteers are expected to work 8 hours a day, 22 days per month, therefore
having 8 vacation days per month to be used upon approval of the project
coordinator.

Educational Requirements:
University study is not a prerequisite to be accepted into the program. Prospective
volunteers should have interest in conservation and relatedhuman issues.

Extra costs:
While at the reserves, volunteers need approximately $30 USD per week for
additional costs (beverages, community visits, postcards, etc). However, please
take along small bills to the reserves, as it may not be possible to get change for
larger bills (US $5 and $1).

Entrance days for the reserves:
•
Bilsa: every Wednesday, Friday and Sunday
•
Guandera: Sunday or Monday
•
Jatun Sacha: Sunday or Monday
•
San Cristobal: Sunday, Monday and Wednesday
Please inquire with the Jatun Sacha’s Volunteer Coordinator to organize arrival
dates to Ecuador and entrance days to the reserves before booking flights.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The Application Procedure consists in sending us:
1) Application letter: Indicating experience in conservation activities, future
interests, reasons for applying, preferred station and participation dates
(participation dates are needed to guarantee space availability).
2) Doctor’s note stating you are fit to participate in all activities required of you OR
Proof of international travel insurance.
3) 2 passport size photographs
4) If you intend to carry out an original project, please include work plan (2-5
pages)
5) US $47 for the application fee (write check in USD currency to Fundación Jatun
Sacha)

PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP
Passport / Visa Requirements
Please note that you need a full valid passport. Some countries do not require a
visa for Ecuador; please confirm this with the embassy. Volunteers from certain
countries will be issued a 3 month permit upon entry (at no cost). Visit extensions
of an additional 90 days can be obtained through the local immigration authorities.
Make sure the correct date and length of stay in the country is entered onto your
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visa when at immigration. Longer-term visitors need to obtain a volunteer visa. We
can send you all the documents you require.

Arrival / Departure Information
You need to fly to Quito Mariscal Sucre International Airport, and make your way
to a hotel. Taxis from the airport to the center of Quito cost approximately US$25$30. If you would like us to provide a transfer service, please contact the Volunteer
Coordinator.
After arrival you must attend an introduction meeting at the Jatun Sacha
Foundation main offices in Quito. Introductory meetings are at 11:30am on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. If you need to schedule a different time,
please contact the Volunteer Coordinator. During these meetings you will receive
all the information you need to volunteer in the project. You will need to bring two
passport photos to this meeting.
The entrance days to Jatun Sacha Biological Station are Monday or Sunday. Please
note that you will be responsible for your own travel costs to the individual project
site. In the offices you will receive all the information you need for the next stages.

Directions to The Office
Take a taxi (about US$2 from the popular Amazonas tourist area) to the
intersection of Av. Republica and Teresa de Cepeda. Our office is located near the
Southwest corner of the intersection. There is a sign on the building (behind a
gated wall) that reads “Jatun Sacha.” Go to the gate, ring the bell next to the words
“Jatun Sacha,” and someone will ring you up.

Finance
The Ecuadorian currency is the US Dollar. In general we recommend that you
bring traveller’s checks or internationally recognized credit cards. Please be aware
that you may have a maximum limit on cash withdrawal for your bank card in a
single day, so it is advisable to come with most of the cash you’ll need right away to
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avoid complications or delays. Ecuador is a cheap country in which to live. A
normal person’s daily expenses (excluding room, laundry and board) range
between US $10 to US$15. Urban public transport is US$0.25 one-way regardless
of distance. There are many interesting points to visit on your own, within the
country, especially volcanoes and the jungle. Make sure you bring enough money
to explore any other areas you wish to visit.

Medical Information
Quito is located at an altitude of 2800 meters above sea level. High altitude can
affect some people's health. You should check with your doctor if you have any
doubts before you travel. When visiting Quito, you are advised to take it easy for
the first couple of days.

Health and Safety
Field Base safety
All members will be informed of the risks, health and safety procedures for the
field base on arrival. It is imperative that everyone both understands and respects
them.

Volunteer safety
Look after your passport and take a separate photocopy with you. Do not wear
flashy jewelry or walk around areas outside with valuable items on display such as
cameras. Do not carry large amounts of cash. In the unlikely event that you are
targeted for your belongings, hand them over without resistance.

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT LIST

Clothing & Footwear:









Well-fitting rubber boots (knee high) are indispensable! Best to buy them here in
Ecuador, brand name Venus, without the white lining ($5.00 to $10.00). However
you can only find up to size 44 (European; US size 10) in Ecuador.
Shoes to walk and/or play sports in.
Sandals/flip flops
Fast drying clothes are recommended, however any old shirts and trousers/pants
will be good to work in. Just make sure you bring some extra clothes.
o At least 2 pairs of trousers to work in and 1 pair for the evenings.
o Shorts.
o Many t-shirts (short and long sleeved) and many pairs of socks (short and
long).
o A fleece or anything else that’s warm for the evenings
Swimming costume (appropriate).
Poncho or rain jacket.
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Toiletries & Medication:







BIODEGRADABLE soap & shampoo, tooth brush, tooth paste, etc.
First aid kit: bandaids, gauzes, bandages, iodine, antiseptic cream, ibuprofen or
paracetamol, topical antibiotic cream, anti-hystamine tablets, any medications
you already take.
Sunscreen.
Insect repellent.
Feminine hygiene products (if necessary).

Other necessary items:












Sleeping bag
Towels.
Soap for washing clothes.
Sunhat or cap.
Work gloves.
Torch/flashlight/headlamp with enough spare batteries.
Small backpack for hikes and work.
Water bottle.
Ziplock bags.
Diary, writing pad, pencils & pens, etc.
Enough money for traveling expenses, mules, community visits, beer or coke, etc.,
(about $100 for a month, please bring many small $5 and $ 1 notes!).

Recommended, but not necessary, items:


Binoculars (preferably waterproof), camera, books, playing cards, pocket knife,
chocolate and/or energy bars, biscuits, sweets, snacks, etc.

CONTACT INFORMATION
POSTAL ADDRESS:

OFFICE TEL:
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
COORDINATOR:
EMAIL:
TEL:
WHATSAPP:

Fundación Jatun Sacha
Teresa de Cepeda N34-260 y República
Segundo Piso.
Urbanización Rumipamba
Quito, Ecuador
América del Sur
(593 2) 243 2240 (Quito Office)

Geovanny Granja
volunteer1@jatunsacha.org
+593 0994962949
0994962949
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